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MANAGING THE IMPACT OF COVID-19

The charity and not-for-profit sector plays
a significant part of our society, providing
support to the most vulnerable across
all aspects of life; health, sports, social,
education, the arts. According to the latest
NCVO Almanac data, the sector employs
870,000 people and has a combined
income of more than £17bn.

JILL HALFORD

HEAD OF CHARITIES
+44 (0)7970 968 998
jill.halford@bdo.co.uk

As COVID-19 has escalated globally,
interrupting the movement of people
and goods throughout the world, and
Government restrictions are put in place,
it’s estimated that charities will lose
somewhere in the region of £4bn in the 12
week lockdown period. At the same time,
as the health and wellbeing of people is of
utmost priority, charities are facing huge
increases in demand for their services.
Combine this with the closure of over
9,000 charity shops and the cancellation of
many key fundraising events, the resulting
impact is financial uncertainty.
The Chancellor recently announced £750
million funding to help support the sector,
including:
X £360 million directly from Government
departments to charities providing key
services and supporting vulnerable
people during the crisis
X £370 million of grants to support
small and medium-sized charities at
the heart of local communities, which
are making a big difference during the
outbreak, including those delivering
food, essential medicines and providing
financial advice.
Charities no longer need to evidence that
half their income comes from trading to
be eligible for the Coronavirus Business
Interruption Loan Scheme. Fundraising
activity has started to increase again out
of the generosity of many individuals and
organisations across the country, with
some notable efforts raising money in the
millions.

However, there is still a gap. Few charities
have cash reserves available to get through
a likely three to six month (or more)
downturn in donations and funding, so
understandably financial viability and
sustainability remains a key focus for
trustees, management and beneficiaries.
The resulting impact on financial reporting
will be significant. To help you navigate
and manage the impact on your charity’s
reporting, we summarise some key areas
for Trustees and Management to consider.
Charities are encouraged to disclose the
implication of COVID-19 in their annual
reports. To assist with this, we have taken
the Financial Reporting Lab of the FRC’s
helpful guide for companies - which
suggested that company reports should
address the five key concerns investors may
have – and adapted it for larger charities
preparing annual reports under the SORP.
We also include an extract from the SORP
committee’s guidance on the topic.
As with all things COVID-19 related,
things are fast moving. We will update
this brochure periodically as relevant
announcements, guidance, experience and
best practice emerges. Given the diversity
of the sector, organisations will be affected
to differing degrees. We have, therefore,
only noted the Government or sector
initiatives of more general application,
so it’s always worth taking professional
advice relevant to your own specific
circumstances.
We hope you find this guidance helpful and
please do get in touch with any questions
you may have.
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COVID-19 DEVELOPMENTS AS THEY APPLY
TO CHARITIES

A snapshot of the general Government
reliefs, funding and support relevant to the
sector:
X £750 million Government funding and
grants specifically for the sector
X Charities now eligible for Coronavirus
Business Interruption Loan Scheme
X Business rates relief for 2020/21 under
the Expanded Retail Discount Scheme
X Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
X VAT deferral scheme
X Temporary PPE VAT relief until 31 July
X Fast tracking of zero rating for
e-publications
X Time to Pay Agreements with HMRC
X Retail, Hospitality and Leisure Grants
The Government has launched a ‘support
finder tool’ to help quickly and easily
determine what financial support is
available. Simply fill out an online
questionnaire, which can take minutes to
complete, and you will be directed to a
list of all the financial support you may be
eligible for.
Please note that separate rates and grant
funding schemes are also available in
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
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HELPING YOU MANAGE THE IMPACT
OF COVID-19
To help you navigate and manage the impact of COVID-19 on your charity’s reporting, we summarise below some key areas for Trustees and
Management to consider. While we will be updating this brochure periodically, in such a fast-changing situation, the relevant Government
announcement will need to be checked for the fullest and latest position.

BODY SUBHEADING
AREA OF RISK

Body Text

Voluntary
Income

X Red Bullet
–

REPORTING IMPLICATIONS

Future income is unsure, and
events may be cancelled.

Gift Aid may not be recoverable.

Indented Bullet 01
–

BODY SUBHEADING

ISSUE

Indented Bullet 02

BDO COMMENT AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

Body Text

Forecasts will need to consider the impact of a poorer donor base
X Red Bullet
and the loss of corporate sponsors, future events and retail income.
Costs incurred for future events
– Indented Bullet 01
may need writing off.
Charities are eligible for some Government support but, at the time
Indented
02sector specific package of support has
of– writing,
only aBullet
limited
been announced.
The Government has announced that Gift Aid on cancelled
events or under the conservation concession will continue to be
recoverable by charities, subject to the usual rules. By concession,
in these circumstances HMRC accepts that, provided the donor
agrees to donate the refund, the cash does not have to be repaid
and then donated, as would ordinarily be the case.
HMRC has also accepted that GASDS can still be operated where
cash donations are grouped because a donor is catching up, as long
as there is proper evidence that this is the case.

Legacies

Values of estates are likely to
have fallen, and there will be
delays in realisation.

Valuation of legacies receivable
With a potentially long recession, forecast legacies are unlikely
and the pipeline will be less certain. to rise in value.. Lower estates also make the 10% tax break less
attractive.
Charities are likely to see delays in estate finalisation and the
granting of probate, and more difficulty selling properties.

Grants

Just as companies have
Grants receivable may need
cancelled dividends, there needs re-confirmation.
to be confidence that promised
grants will materialise.

Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) has launched an emergency fund
for charities, providing small grants of £10,000. In addition, several
Foundations, government bodies and regional organisations have
also launched emergency funds for charities affected by COVID-19.
Barclays has also launched a £100m fund.
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AREA OF RISK

ISSUE

REPORTING IMPLICATIONS

Contract
and trading
income

Performance conditions may not Consider penalties for nonbe met, and/or customers may
performance, and provision for
not be able to pay.
slow or non-payment.

BDO COMMENT AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Proposed new insolvency rules will extend the ‘utilities supply’
rules, so suppliers may have to continue providing services even if
not being paid during a moratorium.
Contracting authorities have been encouraged by the Government
to support suppliers, including charities. This should assist cash
flow but may be more complex in payment by result arrangements
and will require greater transparency by the contractor charity.
Where charities charge for admission to a charity garden or
property, any attempts to limit this to members-only under
staggered opening plans could invalidate any Gift Aid claims on
membership subscriptions. This is due to the need for properties to
be accessible by all members of the public to be eligible to claim.

Charity retail

Retail, Hospitality and Leisure Grants are available on the following
Where discontinued, the activity Consider implications for
eligibility criteria:
may not restart.
impairment, dilapidations,
onerous contracts and
X Properties which on the 11 March 2020 had a rateable value of
discontinued business disclosures.
less than £51,000 and would have been eligible for a discount
under the business rates Expanded Retail Discount Scheme, had
that scheme been in force, are eligible for the grant
X Charities which would otherwise meet these criteria, but whose

bill for 11 March had been reduced to nil by a local discretionary
award, should still be considered to be eligible for the RHL grant.
The Government has confirmed that the Expanded Retail Discount
rates relief 2020-21 is not a state aid, so the €800,000 State Aid
limit will not apply.
Investment
income

Income and capital return is
likely to have fallen.
Dividends may have been
cancelled.

Fundraising
costs

Various investments of cost,
such as websites or events,
may need writing off.

Ensure dividends are only
recognised where they are not
cancelled.

Review any costs and consider
accounting for insurance
recoveries.
Onerous contracts may require
recognition.
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AREA OF RISK

ISSUE

REPORTING IMPLICATIONS

Staff costs

Staff and volunteers are working Basis of cost allocation will need
differently to previous work
reconsidering in view of any
patterns, including working from change in activity.
home.
Redundancy costs may need
Redundancies and furloughing
recognising when announced –
may have occurred.
these should be included in the
salary disclosures.

BDO COMMENT AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme is a temporary scheme
designed to support employers, whose operations have been
severely affected by COVID-19, to retain staff.
Any UK employer can claim up to 80% of furloughed employees’
(employees on a leave of absence) usual monthly wage costs, up to
£2,500 a month plus the associated Employer National Insurance
contributions and minimum automatic enrolment employer
pension contributions on that wage.
The scheme is open to all UK employers that had created and
started a PAYE payroll scheme before 19 March 2020 and was
originally available for use until the end of June. The scheme has
been extended until the end of October. From August, employers
currently using the scheme will have more flexibility to bring their
furloughed employees back to work part time whilst still receiving
support from the scheme. Employers will be asked to pay a
percentage towards the salaries of their furloughed staff in a shared
approach that will still maintain 80% support.
Furloughed employees cannot volunteer to work in a trading
activity within their own charity.
Where a charity receives public funds to pay its staff, these cannot
be furloughed.
The Department for Education has also published “COVID19:
financial support for education, early years & children’s social care”
including commentary on when it is appropriate for schools/HE
sector etc to use the Job Retention Scheme.
See our website for more detailed information and the latest FAQs
relating to this scheme.
While HMRC have a calculator to help assess furlough calculations,
our team have developed a time saving calculator that allows
our specialist employment tax team to assist you in assessing the
impact across your entire furloughed population. Unlike HMRC’s
tool, ours is able to consider and process the entire furloughed
population at once.
As a temporary measure for 2020/21, employers can reimburse
employees for the purchase of home office equipment required
as a result of the COVID-19 outbreak without tax consequences,
provided that it would have been exempt if provided by the
employer directly.

Pension
schemes

Defined benefit (DB) schemes
are likely to be severally
impacted and underlying
assumptions difficult to pin
down.

Consider the reliability of
asset valuations and the other
estimates and judgements.

The Pensions Regulator has issued guidance for DB scheme
Trustees, whose sponsoring employers are in corporate distress.
It includes short comments on the deferral of deficit repair
contribution (DRC) payments.
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AREA OF RISK

ISSUE

REPORTING IMPLICATIONS

BDO COMMENT AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

Trading
subsidiaries

Companies may not be solvent
in their own right and may not
be able to pay up Gift Aid.

Consider the implications for
inter-entity finance.

This is an area where the charity will need to take special care
of managing conflicts of interest in accordance with regulatory
guidance.

Consider tax implications of
payments not made within nine
months of the year end.

This will especially apply if the charity considers investing further in
the subsidiary.
Where a subsidiary expects to mitigate corporation tax through
donations, it will need to consider whether it has distributable
reserves and cash at the date the donation is paid. In a period of
downturn, this may affect the ability to mitigate tax for both the
current and prior period, if donations are generally paid after the
year end.
While there is an interaction with the loss relief and potentially
group relief rules, the position is complex and we suggest that
groups should model the likely implications to consider both the
availability and timing of payments, along with the option of other
relief, where these are available.

Functional
fixed assets

The use of properties may have
changed, and values will be
affected. Properties subject to
rates may be eligible for further
grant support.
Third party valuations for fixed
assets (held at valuation rather
than cost) may be caveated.

Consider carrying values,
depreciation rates, and the
availability and reliability of
valuations.
Consider implications of rate
relief.

Retail businesses in England with a rateable value below £51,000
will pay no business rates for the year to 31 March 2021.
For businesses in the hospitality, leisure and retail sectors which
use premises with a higher rateable value, there will be full business
rate exemption for the year to 31 March 2021.
Under the Small Business Grant Fund (SBGF) all businesses in
England in receipt of either Small Business Rates Relief (SBRR) or
Rural Rates Relief (RRR) will be eligible for a payment of £10,000 in
line with certain eligibility criteria.
Local Authority Discretionary Fund
This additional fund is aimed at small businesses with ongoing fixed
property-related costs, for up to £25,000 each. The Government
is asking local authorities to prioritise, among others, businesses
in shared spaces and small charity properties that would meet the
criteria for Small Business Rates Relief.
This only applies to those with fewer than 50 employees and which
can demonstrate a significant drop of income due to COVID-19
restriction measures.

Social
investments

Both charitable and commercial
aspects may mean these are no
longer viable investments.

Review investment value.

Debtors

Recoverability of existing debts
may be problematic, and some
may be renegotiated into longterm.

Consider provisions and
discounting, where appropriate.

Liabilities

Commitments may be
negotiated into long-term or
even cancelled.

Consider the effect of asset values
on any loan covenants.

Reclassification may be required.

There is potential for more leases
to become onerous, requiring
recognition of the related liability.

The charity regulatory guidance on social investments should be
consulted.

Customers may be experiencing financial difficulty, impacting on
their ability to pay, and, thus, the charity’s cash flow.
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AREA OF RISK

ISSUE

REPORTING IMPLICATIONS

Financial
instruments

The basis of valuation remains
unchanged.

Consider implications of
movements in foreign exchange
and bond rates.

Funds

Free reserve calculation may
indicate going concern issues.

The implications of any negative
The Charity Commission has reiterated that COVID-19 does not
reserves will require explanation in mean any change to the legal status of restricted funds.
the notes or annual report.

Accounting
policies

The going concern basis of
preparation may no longer be
appropriate.

Assess the going concern basis
and policies.

This assessment will also need
Some policies may need altering to take into account the new
in view of changes e.g. to asset
requirements being introduced by
lives.
ISA 570.

Judgement
In many cases these will need
and estimates substantial expansion.

It is accepted by many regulators
that it is likely charities will be
disclosing more uncertainty,
impacting on going concern.

BDO COMMENT AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

The FRC expect companies to focus on issues like resilience,
liquidity and cash. They expect risk statements to reflect the
impact of COVID-19, especially on the workforce (or volunteers).
Transparency in disclosures is key. BDO are encouraging clients
to include detail of the impact on the charity’s financial position
and clearly articulate why the Trustees are comfortable with
the going concern assumption. Material uncertainty should be
considered. Users of the accounts are anticipating modifications or
qualifications to audit opinions.
The FRC say these should consider the:
X availability and extent of support through Government measures

that have been announced
X availability, extent and timing of sources of cash, including

compliance with banking covenants or reliance on those
covenants being waived
X duration of social distancing measures and their potential impacts.

Taxation

Changes in activity will impact
on tax thresholds and partial
exemption calculations.

Gift Aid recoverable may require
review, if the donor base has been
substantially impacted.

PAYE and NI could be affected
by new working arrangements.

It is also conceivable that too
much tax may have already been
recovered.

With more people using
e-publications as remote
working is the new norm, the
overall VAT bill is increased.
The increased purchase of PPE
for those using it to protect
their people while continuing to
provide support increases the
overall VAT bill.

If you buy in or issue
e-publications, or are purchasing
PPE, speak with suppliers and
review your existing VAT position
in light of new reliefs.

Time to Pay Agreements
The Government has tasked HMRC to develop their Time to Pay
Agreements (TTPA) as an essential ‘lifeline’.
X Business and individual taxpayers can seek time to pay from
HMRC if they cannot afford to pay their tax debts in full and
on time
X Any TTPA is a deferral, not a cancellation, and will require
management information to support the application.
Click here for our TTP support guide
VAT deferral
UK VAT registered businesses are able to delay the payment of VAT
return liabilities falling due between 20 March and 30 June.
VAT relief on e-publications
The Government has fast-tracked planned VAT relief, so that
supplies of some e-publications will be zero rated after 1 May 2020.
Temporary VAT zero rate for PPE
Will apply to all supplies of PPE made between 1 May and 31
July 2020 and which are recommended for use by Public Health
England. This includes supplies made from existing stock and adds
to the existing relief on imported PPE.
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AREA OF RISK

ISSUE

REPORTING IMPLICATIONS

BDO COMMENT AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

Going concern The going concern assumption
is more uncertain, as a result of
the factors stated above.

Robust cash flow projections will
be required, involving scenarios
and focussing on unrestricted
cash.

The FRC expect you to factor the implications of Government
support into your forecasts.

Annual Report Disclose and communicate
in the annual report how
COVID-19 has impacted your
organisation

Consider the impact of COVID-19
in your annual report, in terms of
both past performance, and future
events, risk, reserves and going
concern, and the impact on your
workforce.

The Charities SORP committee has issued advisory guidance,
principally aimed at the Annual Report, which we have included on
page 11 of this brochure.

Approval of financial accounts
and report will likely be done by
virtual meeting.

Trustees should check their
constitution allows the approval
by virtual meeting.

The regulators continue to expect this to be reported as a matter
of material significance by auditors if it results in a modified audit
report.

Companies House has issued formal guidance on when filing may
be delayed. The charity Regulators request that, wherever possible,
annual reports are submitted on time. Where the situation impacts
on the completion of annual returns and accounts, charities with an
imminent filing date can email them across.
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FIVE CURRENT QUESTIONS TRUSTEES AND
SUPPORTERS MIGHT ASK
Charities should disclose the implication of COVID-19 in their annual reports. The Financial Reporting Lab (FR Lab) of the FRC has helpfully
suggested that company reports should address five key concerns that investors may have. We set out below an amended version of the FR
Lab’s suggestions as it might apply to larger charities preparing annual reports under the SORP.

RESOURCES

ACTION

1

2

4

5

How much unrestricted cash
does the charity have?

What cash and liquidity could What can the charity do to
the charity obtain in the
manage expenditure in the
short-term?
short-term?

What other actions can the
charity take to ensure its
longer term viability?

How is the charity protecting
its key assets and value
drivers?

Helpful disclosure might
include:

Helpful disclosure might
include:

Helpful disclosure might
include:

Helpful disclosure might
include:

Helpful disclosure might
include:

X The amount and nature of

X Information about the

X Whether the charity is

X Information about any

X Plausible scenarios on all

cash and liquid resources,
analysed by type of fund
X Whether any of these

3

THE FUTURE

charity’s short-term
financing arrangements,
facilities, other financial,
obligations and any likely
changes

resources are held outside
the main charity in the UK,
and if so, the nature of any X The nature and likelihood
of any other financial
restrictions in accessing
support available e.g.
them
from businesses, funders
X The extent to which
or the outcomes of any
designated funds can be
immediate appeal
released, or restricted
funds used to support core X Whether there are any
activities
loan or other financial
covenants that are being
X Any planned release of
imposed or waived.
endowment capital.
Further detail on intangible
resources not recognised
in the accounts under
accounting policy choices
( e.g. heritage assets, written
off assets, intangibles, stock,
legacy pipeline).

changing its grant making
policy or cancelling future
commitments
X Information on the extent

stress testing carried out
and how the viability
of different parts of the
charity’s operations and
entities are being affected

to which supplier financing
X Any implications for the
schemes are being used,
free reserves policy, and
and what commitment
how it may change
the provider has given to
maintain access to these
X Any likely applications to
schemes
release restricted funds
X Information about the
X Information of the nature
nature and timing of
of any governmentcapital expenditure
backed support, and any
commitments, and
conditions that attach
whether there is any
to this
flexibility
X Information about any

payments that may be
deferred. eg. Tax/VAT
payments
X Information about the

charity’s approach to its
pension funding.

X Whether there are any

intra group guarantees and
commitments
X Details of how the board

of trustees is monitoring
the situation.

income streams and costs
over the short-term and
into a longer transition
period
X Details of the likely impact

of shorter-term decisions
on the charity’s:
– key assets
– employed staff
– volunteers
– service provision
X Approach to support for

employees and volunteers
X Information about how

the charity is managing
commitments with
customers or beneficiaries
where services are delayed,
or grant recipients where
payments are delayed
X Information about how

the charity might adapt
its business model and
strategy in the short/
medium term.
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EXTRACT FROM SORP COMMITTEE GUIDANCE:
“COVID-19 CONTROL MEASURES AND FINANCIAL REPORTING BY CHARITIES”

Trustees will also be aware that it will be important to provide users
of the accounts with information about the material decisions they
have had to take on judgements and uncertainties.
When preparing their trustees’ annual report, charity trustees may
wish to consider:
X In reporting the main achievements of the charity (paragraph
1.20) explaining how the virus control measures affected the
charity’s activities
X Taking the opportunity to explain any financial uncertainties
regarding the charity’s financial sustainability and consideration
of going concern (paragraph 1.23) and the steps being taken to
address these uncertainties
X Explaining how the contribution of volunteers, where
appropriate, assisted the charity in its work in managing in the
changed circumstances (paragraph 1.39)
X The impact on the charity’s ability to fundraise (paragraph 1.41)
and how the trustees managed this situation
X How the outbreak of the virus has affected staff, volunteers and
beneficiaries and the implications for the charity’s operations
and activities for the coming year (paragraph 1.45)
X How the financial and operational effects of the virus and the
control measures relating to the virus affected the principal
risks and uncertainties facing the charity during the reporting
period (paragraph 1.46)
X Give consideration whether there are any implications for any
existing or potential defined benefit pension liability (paragraph
1.47) and investments the charity holds (paragraph 1.47)
X Consider any impact on the charity’s reserves policy, level of
reserves and any change to designated funds set aside for future
commitments (paragraph 1.48)
X Consider the likely impact of the virus control measures and
potential duration of the control measures on the future aims
and activities of the charity (paragraph 1.49)
X The impact of the virus related control measures on any wider
network of which the charity is a part and how this affects the
charity’s operations (paragraph 1.51).
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CHANGES TO AUDIT OPINIONS

The FRC expects changes to audit opinions in the next few
months, in light of the current situation, so has worked with
investors to prepare some guidance. This guidance is equally
applicable to any UK charity that is subject to audit, whatever its
legal form and irrespective of whether or not the audit is required
by statute.

this modification may be a concern for some stakeholders. We
remind Trustees that a charity’s annual report and accounts do not
only become public after they are filed with a regulator or after
acceptance at an AGM. Instead, they become public documents, on
request by virtue of the Charities Act 2011, as soon as the auditor
signs them.

It’s important to note that this guidance does not change the
way auditors report, but instead can help those reading accounts
to understand why these modifications may be necessary.
Modified audit reports are a trigger for the auditor to report a
‘matter of material significance’ to the relevant regulator – and

The following extract from this guidance and below flowchart,
which explains the various audit opinions that may be encountered,
may be helpful.

MODIFICATIONS OF INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S OPINIONS AND REPORTS
Two key objectives of any auditor are to obtain
sufficient, appropriate audit evidence to support
their audit opinion, and to then report their
opinion on the financial statements based on the
evidence obtained.
The need for a modified opinion may arise
because certain audit procedures cannot be
performed (for example, physical inventory
testing because of travel restrictions), and no
other procedures can be undertaken to produce
the required volume or quality of reliable audit
evidence. Alternatively, management’s key
judgements in areas such as asset and liability
valuations, or the assumptions and cashflow
estimates underpinning the use of the going
concern basis of accounting, may be difficult
to support in the light of wider economic and
political uncertainty, or not agreed by the
auditor.
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MODIFICATIONS TO THE AUDITOR’S OPINION OR ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES IN THE AUDITOR’S REPORT

ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES IN THE AUDITOR’S REPORT

MODIFICATIONS TO THE AUDITOR’S OPINION

(NOTE: AUDITOR’S OPINION REMAINS UNMODIFIED IN RESPECT OF
THESE MATTERS)

A matter, appropriately
disclosed or presented in
the financial statements
is of such importance that
it is fundamental to the
users’ understanding of the
financial statements.

The financial statements
have been appropriately
prepared on a going concern
basis, but a material
uncertainty exists that is
appropriately disclosed in
the financial statements.

The auditor has been
unable to obtain sufficient,
appropriate audit evidence
to conclude whether the
financial statements as
a whole are free from
material misstatement.

Based on sufficient,
appropriate audit
evidence, the auditor has
concluded that the financial
statements as a whole
are not free from material
misstatement.

EMPHASIS OF MATTER

MATERIAL UNCERTAINTY
RELATING TO GOING
CONCERN

PERVASIVE

PERVASIVE

Auditor does not modify
the opinion but, under a
separate heading entitled
Material Uncertainty
Relating to Going Concern,
draws attention to the note
in the financial statements
that discloses the matter,
states that events and
conditions indicate a
material uncertainty exists
and that the auditor’s
opinion is not modified in
respect of this matter.

DISCLAIMER OF
OPINION

ADVERSE
OPINION

Auditor does not
express an opinion
on the financial
statements.

The financial
statements do not
give a true and fair
view.

Auditor does not modify
the opinion but adds
an Emphasis of Matter
paragraph to the report,
making clear reference to
the matter and to where
relevant disclosure fully
describing the matter can
be found.

For further information on specific matters relating to the audit
of charities, reference should be made to Audit Practice Note 11,
issued by the FRC in 2017, which also includes general guidance on
indicators of misstatements in charities’ financial statements.

NOT PERVASIVE

NOT PERVASIVE

QUALIFIED

QUALIFIED

Except for the
possible effects
of a specific
matter or matters,
the financial
statements give
a true and fair view.

Except for the
effects of a specific
matter or matters,
the financial
statements give a
true and fair view.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
JILL HALFORD
HEAD OF CHARITIES
+44 (0) 7970 968 998
Jill.halford@bdo.co.uk

FIONA CONDRON
PARTNER
+44 (0)129 359 1102
fiona.condron@bdo.co.uk
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